2nd Announcement
Dear Colleagues
In this 2nd Announcement we are happy to provide more information about the 7th
International Workshop on Compound-Nuclear Reactions and Related Topics that will be held
from 5 to 9 October 2020 at the National Hellenic Research Foundation, Athens, Greece.

Workshop Program
The workshop will begin on Monday 5th October 2020 in the morning, and will close on Friday
9th October at 12:30 pm. Morning and afternoon sessions will include invited talks and oral
contribution. Posters will be presented in the exhibition area throughout the week of the
workshop. Coffee breaks and lunch will be offered daily with the exception of Friday where
lunch will not be served.
A Reception will be held on Monday evening at the workshop venue.
On Tuesday 6th October, after the presentations are over, there will be a poster session in the
exhibition area in front of the Lecture Hall. Wine & Cheese and other light snacks will be
served.
On Wednesday 7th October, the scientific program will end at 12:30 pm. After lunch there will
be an afternoon excursion to Cape Sounion where participants will be offered a guided tour
of the Temple of Poseidon and hopefully enjoy a breathtaking view of the sunset.
The Workshop Dinner will be held on Thursday 8th October at the Restaurant Strofi which is
located on the foot of the Akropolis and offers an amazing view of the Parthenon.

Registration
Registration is now open online on the workshop website.
Registration Fees
The Registration Fees cover the costs of Coffee breaks, Lunches, Reception, Wine & Cheese
Poster Session, Workshop Dinner and Excursion, as well as Book of Abstracts and other
workshop material.
For accompanying persons the registration fee covers the costs of the Reception, Wine &
Cheese Poster Session, Workshop Dinner and Excursion.

The deadline for paying early registration fees is 30 June 2020. After that participants will be
required to pay the increased amount. The fee for accompanying persons will remain the
same before and after the 1st of July.
Special effort is made to encourage the participation of young PhD students. Registration fees
are reduced to the amount of 200 Euros for early and 250 Euros for late registration,
respectively. In addition, students who are carrying out a PhD on a workshop topic, have
submitted an abstract to the conference organizers and have only part of their expenses
covered by their institute are eligible for financial assistance. Only a limited number of grants
is available therefore those interested should send a request and a Letter of Reference to the
organizers (cnr2020@inp.demokritos.gr; cc: registration-cnr2020@convin.gr) by 31 May
2020.
Early Registration by 30 June:

Regular:
Student:

290 Euros
200 Euros

Late Registration from 1st July:

Regular:
Student:

390 Euros
250 Euros

Accompanying persons:

130 Euros

Financial Assistance Application:
31 May 2020

Cancellation before 10 June 2020 will incur a fee of 20 Euros while after 10 June 2020 a fee of
100 Euros will be charged (administrative costs).
Payment can be made by credit card, bank transfer or in cash at the registration desk.

Abstracts
The Call for Abstracts is now open.
Abstracts can be submitted online using the workshop abstract form. They should be no
longer than one page long and should not contain figures or tables. References are allowed.
Submitted abstracts will be evaluated by members of the International Advisory Committee.
Speakers and presenters will be notified about the decision by 31 May 2020. Abstracts will
only be included in the program if at least one of the authors is present at the workshop. For
the proceedings, a maximum of two articles per participant will be accepted for publication.
Deadline for Abstracts:
Speaker Notification:

15 April 2020
31 May 2020

Proceedings
The proceedings of the workshop will be published online in EPJ Web of Workshops following
peer-review which will be coordinated by the organizers.
A selection of articles will be published in a topical series of EPJN on Compound Nuclear
Reactions and Related Topics. These articles will be more extensive and will be peer-reviewed
by EPJ Nuclear Sciences & Technologies Editorial Board and additional reviewers proposed by
the organisers.
Details and instructions will be provided in a following circular.

Practical information
Accommodation

The city of Athens offers a wide variety of accommodation, from hotels, hostels to AirBnB.
The venue (National Hellenic Research Foundation) is within proximity to several hotels that
are popular with tourists and workshop visitors:








Athens Hilton
Caravel Hotel
Athinais Hotel
Crowne Plaza
Holiday Suites
President Hotel
Electra Hotel

Athens is an attractive destination both for tourists and conferences visitors at the time of the
workshop therefore interested participants are advised to book their accommodation well in advance.
City of Athens

A wealth of cultural, historical, architectural and culinary attractions is on offer in Athens as
well as opportunities for morning or afternoon escapades to the sea or the surrounding
mountains. Information on monuments, museums, historical sites and sightseeing tours, as
well as opening hours is available at the following tourism link:
http://www.visitgreece.gr/en/main_cities/athens
One can also discover Athens through alternative free walking tours:
https://www.guruwalk.com/athens

Transport

Athens public transport system consists of a dense network of bus lines, a sparser network of
trams/trolleys limited to the city centre and an expanding metro system that connects the
northern suburbs with the city centre and the southern regions. More details on getting about
in Athens can be found here:
http://www.visitgreece.gr/en/travelling_in_greece/travel_within_athens
The international airport, El. Venizelos, is connected both via metro and bus to the city centre.
Look up details here: https://www.aia.gr/traveler/
Also very practical are combi tickets/passes that combine public transport and entrance to
museums/sightseeing sites: https://www.turbopass.com/athens-city-pass
Weather

The weather in Athens in Autumn is mostly mild and dry with average temperatures of
20°C/68°F. Detailed weather forecasts are available here: http://www.meteo.gr/
All queries about the workshop should be sent to the workshop E-mail address:
cnr2020@inp.demokritos.gr
Queries about the online registration and abstract submission form should be sent to:
registrations-cnr2020@convin.gr and abstracts-cnr2020@convin.gr, respectively.
Information about the workshop is available on the workshop website:
http://www.inp.demokritos.gr/cnr2020/
Looking forward to welcoming you to Athens in October
The Organisers
Paraskevi (Vivian) Dimitriou - Chair
Michail Axiotis
Anastasia Georgiadou
Anastasios Lagoyannis
Eleni Vagena

